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about how the wcb is being used, but also some
demographics and behavioral characteristics o f
web users could bc determined [4]. The navigation
path o f the web-users, i f available to the server,
carries valuable information about the user
intcrcsts.
Thcrc has bcen an increased demand for
understanding of web-users due to the Web
devclopmcnt and the increased number of wcbhascd applications. Based o n dclcrcnt criteria, web
users can bc clustered and uscful knowlcdgc can be
extracted I'rom web user access pattern [ 121. Many
applicntions ciin then bcnefit from the knowledge
obtained. For exnmplc, the rl~tirrniicIijlpertcxt link
gerrcrtrriorr among web pages could bc suggcstcd
alicr discovering clusters o f web users that exhibit
similar inli)rmation needs [13). This results i n a
hcttcr understanding ol' how users visit the web
site, and leuds to an improved organization o f the
hypertext documents lor navigational convenience.
Another application is the pr@tcl/itig o f web
pages to help users to personalize their needs,
reducing their waiting time [ 61. Other applications
to this kind o f knowledge include pros-! ctrclie
organization 12. 31 and mapping between user
navigation paths [ 131.
Thcrc exist quite a I'cw methods 01' clustering
web users in literature 18, 9, 121. However, the
direct application of thcsc methods on the primitive
user access data is very inefficient and may not
I'ind interesting clusters because a wcb server inay
usually contains thousands even millions of pages,
and web users may acccss web pages with a
diversity ol'intcrcsts 191.
I n o u r previous work I151, levcls o f similarities
of wcb uscrs arc dcfincd to capture different user's
web-accessing interests. The definition o f the
similarity is application dependent. Thc similarity
function could he based on visiting the same or
similar pages, or the frequency of acccss to a page
[ I , 131, o r even on the visiting orders of links (i.e..
users' navigation paths). In latter case, two users

Abstract

1. Introduction
The I-apid web rlcvclopmcnt ancl the increased
nunibcr ol' ;ivailahlc wch scnrching tools push morc
and morc organizations t o put their inli)rmation on
the wch and provide web-hascd services. In the
nic;intimc, the continuous growth i n the size and
use ol' the Internet is increasing the tlifl'icultics i n
searching lor information. Reductions on the
Internet traffic load and user :icccss cost is
t1icrcli)rc particular important.
One important rcscarch point in wch usage
mining is the clustering ol'wch ~ i s c r shascd on their
comiiioii
properties.
By
nnalyzing
the
chxictcristics 01' the clustcrs, wcb designers iiiay
tindcrstancl the users hcttcr and may provide morc
suitable, customi;lccl services to the users. One
nicthocl to clustcr wch users is to incasurc
similarity ol' interests bctwccn wch users' ;icccss
patterns and then cluster thcni hascd on the
siinilaritics obtaincd. By mining web users'
historical access patterns, n o t only the inli)rmation
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pages accessed by a user in a certain amount of
time. If the time between page requests exceeds a
certain limit, it is assumed that there is another
user-session, even though the IP address is the
same. A web user’s historical access pattern may
have more than one session because heishe may
visit a web site from time to time and spend
arbitrary amount of time between consecutive
visits.
Web user clusters are found based on sessions
instead of the user’s entire histories. The fact we
cluster sessions instead of users can be justified
that our goal is to understand the usage of the web
and different sessions of a user may correspond to
the visits with different purposes on mind. In
addition, multiple users on a share computer can be
represented by different sessions. In this paper, we
will use session and user interchangeably.
The sessions are identificd by grouping
consecutive pages requested by the same user
together. The data in a web server log is
preprocessed to form a set of sessions in the form
of (session-id, {page-id, rime/), where session-id i5
a unique ID assigned to the session. A session (sid, PO, 20, p l , 30, p r 58) tells a user spent 20
seconds on page po, 30 seconds on page P I , and 58
seconds on page p 2 .
The web server’s log is scanned to identify
sessions. A session is created when a new IP
address is met in the log. Subsequent request from
the same IP address is added to the session as long
as the elapse of time between two consecutive
requests does not exceed a predefined parameter
MU-idle-hie, which is set as 30 minutes in our
work. Otherwise, the current session is closed and
a new session is created.

that access the same pages could be mapped into
different groups of interest similarities if they
access pages in distinct visiting orders. A matrixbased algorithm is then developed to cluster web
users such that the users in the same cluster are
closely related with respect to the similarity
measure.
However, the performance of the
clustering method becomes worse with the increase
of the number of users when a threshold number is
reached. Moreover, a user may visit the same web
site many times using the same or different paths,
which makes it hard to measure the visiting-order
based similarity. T o deal with the problems, we
make two extensions to the previous work in this
paper: Firstly, we propose to cluster web users
using a multilevel clustering method, which is
more suitable for clustering a large amount of web
users. Secondly, the session-based similarity is
adopted and the related clustering techniques are
updated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 defines the problem and some necessary
concepts. In Seciion 3, we will review the matrixbased clustering method proposed in [ IS], and then
present a multilevel scheme for large number of
web users. Simulation results are presented in
Section 4. And Scction S concludes the paper.

2. Problem Dlefinitions
For simplicity. we limit our conccrns on the part
of web users’ navigation path inside a particular
weh site. From the Internet browsing logs, we
could gather the following information about a web
user: the frequency of a hyper-page usage, the lists
of links she/he selected, the elapsed time between
two links, and the order of pages accessed by
individual web users.

2.2. Session-based Similarity measures

2.1. User-Session identification

Suppose that, for a given web site, there are nz
sessions S = {s) s2 ..., s,) accessing I I different
web pages P = ( p / p 2 . . ., p n } in some time interval.
For each page p, and each session s, we associate a
usage value, denoted as use(p, s,), and defined as
1 If p , is accessed by s,
0 Othenvise

The task of identifying unique users is rather
complicated by the existence of local caches,
corporate firewalls, and proxy servers. Therefore
some heuristics a.re commonly used to help identify
unique users [8]. As the web access logs span a
long period of time, it is likely that different users
may use the same computer to access the websites.
Thus, simply us#ing the machine’s IP address to
identify unique iisers is quite problematic because
multiple users may share one computer, e.g., many
students may share a computer in an IT laboratory.
W e differentiiate the log entries into usersessions, or simply sessions, through a session
timeout. A session refers to the unit of interaction
between a user amd a web server [9]. It consists of

The use(*, *) vector can be obtained by retrieving
the access logs of the site. If two users accessed the
same pages in sessions, they might have some
similar interests in the sense that they are interested
in the same information (e.g., news, electrical
products etc). The number of common pages they
accessed can measure this similarity. The measure
is defined by
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Q. Note that a cyclic path may include some of its
subpaths more than once, and Q c f ( Q ) .
Now let Q' and Q are the navigation paths
accessed by users in session siand si, respectively.
The similarity between si and si can b e , defined
using the natural angle between paths Q' and Q'
(i.e., c o ~ ( B ~)),, which
, ~ ~ is defined as:

where ,& u s e @ , s,) is the total number of pages that
were accessed by the user of session s,, and
&(use@k, s,)* use(pk,s,)) is the number of common
pages accessed by both s,and s,. If two users access
the exact same pages, their similarity will be 1. The
similarity measure defined this way is called usage
based (UB) measure.
Generally, the similarity between two users can
be measured by counting the number of times they
access the common pages at all sites. In this case,
the measure is defined by

< Q ~ , Q I> I
(4)
,/< Q ~ , Q ~ < Q J , Q J>,
where 1 = min(length(Q'), length(Q')), and
Q'>, is the inner product over the feature spaces of
paths Qi and Q', which is defined as
S i r n 4 ( s i , s j )=

<e',

< Q ; ,Q' >, =

C C lengtKq).lerzgr/i(q)

(5)

k=l eQ;nQ:

Based on the above definition, the similarity
between two users (sessions) in terms of sessions
will be 1 if they access a sequence of pages in the
exact same access order, and 0 if they access no
common pages at all. Note that <Qf, Q'>, is the
same for all 1 2 min(length(Q'), length(Q')). We
call (4) the visiting-order based (VOB) measure.
The similarity between web users is
application-dependent. If for some reason a more
complicated similarity measure is needed, an
applicable one could be defined for the individual
application. For example, consider the similarity
among the navigation paths between web users
described by Shahabi et al. [12]. The navigation
paths described in the paper are reproduced here as
sessions (the names, in italic, in the paths are the
title of web pages): (s/, Main, 20, Movies, 15,
News, 43, Box-Office, 52, News, 31, Evita, 44);
(sz, Music, 11, Box-Office, 12, Crucible, 13, Books,
19); (s3, Main, 33, Movies, 21, Box-ofice, 44,
News, 53, Box-office, 61, Evita, 31); (sd, Main, 19,
Movies, 21, News, 38, Box-Office, 61, News, 24,
Evita, 3 1, News, 19, Evita, 39); (sj, Movies, 32,
Box-Ofice, 17, News, 64, Box-Office, 19, Evita,
50); (s6, Main, 17, Box-Office, 33, News, 41, BoxOfJice, 54, Evita, 56, News, 47).
The computation of similarity among web
users' sessions results in an m x nz matrix, called
users' session-based similarity matrix (SM).
Assume that the above six sessions, identified by
sI, s2,..., sg, be the access traces of six users. By
using the formula (l), the similarity between them
is S M l as shown below. The first and the third
users visited the exact same pages, thus the
similarity between them is 1 (i.e., SMl(1, 3) = 1).
On the other hand, the similarity between the first
and the second user is 0.224 (Le,, SMl(1, 2) =
0.224) because only one common page (i.e., Box
Office) is accessed, although they visited five and
four pages, respectively.

where a,, (pk, s,) is the total number of times that
the user of session s, accesses the page pk at site w.
(2) is calledfrequency based (FB) measure.
The similarity between two users can be
measured more precisely by taking into account the
actual time the users spent on viewing each web
page. Let t(pb s/) be the time the user of session s/
spent on viewing page pk (assume that t(Pk, s/ ) = 0
if s/ does not include page p k ) . In this case, the
similarity between users can be expressed by

where Ck (t(& s,))' is the square sum of the time
the user of session s, spent on viewing pages at the
site, and ckt(pk s,)" t@k, s,) is the inner-product
over time spent on viewing the common pages by
users of s, and sJ. Even if two users access exact
same pages, their similarity might be less than 1 in
this case, if they view a page in different amount of
time. (3) is called viewing-time based (VTB)
measure.
In some applications, the accessing order of
pages by a user is more important than that of the
time on viewing each page. In this case, two users
(or sessions) are considered having the same
interests only when they access a sequence of web
pages in the exact same order. The similarity
between users, in such a situation, can be measured
by checking the access orders of web pages in their
navigation paths. Let Q = ql, q2, ...,qr be a
navigation path, where q,, 1 S i S r , stands for the
page accessed in order. We call Q an r-hop path.
Define Q, as the set of all possible 1-hop subpaths (1
S r ) of Q, i.e., Ql = /q,, ql+I, ..., q,+l.II i = I , 2, ...,
r-l+l}. It is obviously that Ql contains all pages in
Q. We callf(Q> = U[=, Q/ thefeature space of path
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SMl=

SM4 =

1

,224 .224

.25

users into clusters such that the users in the same
cluster are closely related with respect to the
interest similarity measures. This clustering result
can then be used for many applications [12].

.25

1

.224
1
1 ,894 .894
,224 1
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1
,894 ,894
,894 .25 ,894 ,894
1
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3. A Matrix-based clustering algorithm
In this section, we will first review the matrixbased web user clustering algorithm proposed in
[15], evaluate briefly the performance of it, and
then propose a multilevel scheme for clustering
large number of web users.

,

3.1. The matrix-based clustering algorithm
SM(i, j) represents the similarity measure
between sessions (or users) si and si (1 5 i, j I m).
The greater the value of SM(i, j), the closer the two
users si and si are related. Note that SM is a
symmetric matrix and elements along the main
diagonal are all the same (i.e., SM(i, i) = 1, V 1 I i
I m). Thus only those elements in the upper
triangular matrix need to be stored in
implementation.
Clustering web-users into groups is equivalent to
decomposing their SM matrix into sub-matrices.
Our goal of clustering users (sessions) is achieved
by two steps: (1) permute rows and columns of the
matrix such that those "closely related"' elements
are located closely in the matrix; and (2) find the
dividing point that decomposes the matrix into submatrices. The clustering algorithm is detailed in
[15]. The complexity of the algorithm is
O(m210g2m)where m is the number of sessions (or
users).

2.2. Data preprocessing
Sessions are extracted from web user access
logs. The user access logs provide accurate, active
and objective information about the web usages of
the users. Moreover, most web servers contains
such information in their log of page requests.
Each record of !.he web server's log represents a
page requests from a web user. A typical record
contains the user"s IP address, the data and time the
request is receive:d, the URL of the page requested,
the protocol of the request, the return code of the
server indicating the status of the request handling,
and the size of the page if the request is successful.
From such a web server log, user access pattern
can be extracted, which consists of the pages the
user visited and c.he time she/he spent on. Sessions
can then be produced.
The data in the SM matrix also need to be
preprocessed. In most cases, we are interested in
those users (sessions) among them higher similar
interests are shown with respect to a particular
similarity measure. For this purpose, we could
determine a similhrity rhreshold, t, to split the user
clusters. Users with similarity measure greater than
or equal to t are considered in a same cluster. For
instance, if r = 0.2, SM4 becomes the following
SM4' after preprocessing.

SM4'

=

I

0

0

0

1

0
0

,618

0

0

0

0

0

I)

1

0

.6IXO

0

0

3.2. Multilevel scheme for clustering large
amount of web users
The matrix-based clustering algorithm works
well for a small number of users (or sessions), say
m < 100. With the increase of number of users (or
sessions), the performance of it becomes worse.
We now propose a multilevel scheme for clustering
large number of web users.
The idea of multilevel clustering scheme is like
this: For a large number of sessions, a session
similarity graph (SG) is created whose node set
consists of all sessions. If SM(si, sj) # 0, an edge (si,
sj) is in the edge set with an edge weight of w(s;,
sj)= SM(si, si). The SG graph is first coarsened
down to a threshold (say a hundred) number of
nodes; a partition phase of this much smaller graph
is applied; then the partition is projected back
towards the original graph (finer graph); and

,735 ,271

0

I

0

0

,135

I)

I

0

The similarity measures can be useful for
various web-based applications, even for
improving the Wzb site performance. For example,
based on the SM matrix, we are able to cluster web
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finally each part of the finer graph is mapped to a
similarity matrix, that can be clustered using the
matrix-based clustering method. Formally, for a
weighted graph G,,=(Vo, Eo), with weights both on
nodes and edges, the multilevel scheme consists of
four phases.
Phase I (Coarsetiiiig): Go is transformed into a
sequence of smaller graphs C l , G2, ..., GI;such that
IV&-IVII>...>IVkI, with lVkl less than a predetermined threshold t (say t <loo).
Phase 2 (Coarse Partitioning): A partition Pk of
the graph Gk= (Vk,Ek) is computed that partitions
V, into q parts Vkl, Vk2, ..., V,,, q>l, each
containing about Wq nodes of Go.
Phase 3 (Uiicoarsenitig): The partition Pk of Gk
is projected back to Go by going through
intermediate partitions P1.1, Pk.2, ..., P I , PO.
Phase 4 (Fine Pnrtitioriitig): Each of Vo,, V02,. . .,
Vo4 is further partitioned (say by mapping to SM
matrix and then use the matrix-based clustering
method).
Phase 2 and Phase 4 can be implemented using
the matrix-based algorithm discussed in previous
sections, if the number of nodes of the input graph
is no more than thc predetermined threshold.
Furthermore, i f the number of the nodes of input
graph in Phase 4 is still very large (say, greater
than t ) , then the finer graph can be treated as an
input graph of Phase 1 and a recursive procedure
applies. We focus on thc Phase 1 and the Phase 3
in the rest of this section.
During the coarsening phase, a sequences of a
smaller graphs, each with fewer nodes, is
constructed. Graph coarsening can be achieved in
various ways [ 141.
At coarsening phase, a set of nodes of G, is
combined to form a single node of the next level
coarser graph Gi+,.Let

vi' be the set of nodes of

vi1'collapsed to v

4. Simulations
The simulation is to demonstratc the capability of
our clustering method for clustering Web users
with similar interests. Ubing the obtained
knowledge, we conducted another simulation to
demonstrate thc latency reduction of web
document pre-fetching between caching proxies
and browser users in our work (due to space limit,
results of the second simulation is omitted).

%
L-

+UB

200

2
150
0

6
=

FB

100

+VOB

50

VTB

o
0

03. ?.

$ $

similarity threashold: t

information in the coarser graph, the edges of v are

case that more than one node of

V j +to
~ the partition Pj+,[v]

y").

y" . Also, in order to preserve the connectivity

the union of the edges of the nodes in

E

(i.e., Pi[u] = Pj+l[v],V u E
We refer to this
scheme as non-refinetnetit uncoarsetiing. In order
to get better projected partitions, refinement during
uncoarsening phase is usually employed. Our
refinement algorithm to uncoarsen coarser graphs
to finer ones is based on the Kernighan-Lin's (KL)
partition algorithm [ I I].

5

G, combined to form node v of Cii+'. We refer to
node v as a multinode. The weight of node v is
recomputed according to the weights of the nodes
in

equal to that of the edge-cut of the same partition
in the finer graph.
During the uncoarsening phase, the partition P p
of the coarser graph Gk is projected back to the
original graph by going through the graphs Gn.,,
G,.z, ..., G I , GO.Since each node of Gi+,contains a
distinct subset of nodes of G;, obtaining P, from
Pi+l is done by simply assigning the set of nodes

Fig 1.

vi'.In the

Clustering of 600 user-sessions.

In our simulation, we cluster web users using
the multilevel scheme. The SG graph is produced
using the session-based similarity measures
computed from target data sets. Four similarity
measures (i.e., UB, FB, VTB and VOB) are used
and compared with each other. In the simulations,
some data sets are generated, while others are
extracted from the actual Internet access log files.
For instance, we extracted some trace data from the
BU-Web-Client tracc, which can be freely

y." have cdges to

the same node U , the weight of the edge of v is
equal to the sum of the weights of these edges.
This is useful when we evaluate the quality of a
partition at a coarser graph. The weight of the
edge-cut' of the partition in a coarser graph will
An edge-cut of a graph is a set of edges whose
removal will disconnect thc graph
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[3] P. Cao, J. Zhang and K. Beach, Active Cache:
Caching Dynamic Contents on the Web. Proc. of IFIP

downloaded from Internet [ 5 ] . The traces contain
records of the HTTP requests and user behavior of
a set of Mosaic clients running in the Boston
University
Computer
Science Department,
spanning the timeframe of 21 Nov. 1994 through 8
May 1995. There are totally 1,143,839 requests of
data transfer, from a population of 762 different
users. Due to the memory limitation of our
experimental selup, we extract some 600 sessions
as our sampling data space.
During the simulations, we run 10 times at each
simulation point The number of y-axis is the mean
values of all runs. Fig. 1 shows the results of
clustering 600 user sessions. The similarity
threshold t changes from 0.1 to 0.9. For a different
t value, different number of clusters is produced.
On average, the number of clusters produced for
VOB-based measure is always greater than that of
others, suggesting a finer granularity of clusters of
users with similar interests. The number of clusters
produced for LIB-based measure is always the
smallest among the four measures.

International Conference
Platforms
and
Open
(Middleware '98), 1998

on Distributed Systems
Distributed
Processing

[4] L. D. Catledge and J. E. Pitkow. Characterizing
Browsing strategies in the World Wide Web. Electronic
Proc. of the 3"' International WWW Cofferetice,

Darmstadt, Germany, April 1995.
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Computer Science, April 1995.
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5. Conclusia~ns

[8] R . Cooley, B. Mobasher and J. Srivastava, Data
Preparation for Mining World Wide Web Browsering
Patterns, Knowledge and Iilformation Systems. No. 1
1999.

We presented a multilevel scheme for clustering
web users using session-based similarities in order
to capture the common interests among web users,
which are characterized using different similarity
measures. As a web user may visits a web site from
time to time anti spend arbitrary amount of time
between consecutive visits, the web user clusters
are found based on sessions instead of the user's
entire histories. For some popular sites, the web
servers may contains thousands even millions of
pages, and web users may access web pages with a
diversity of interests. Whenever the number of
sessions is great's than a threshold, the sessions,
and thus the related users, are clustered through a
multilevel clustering scheme, otherwise they are
clustered by the matrix-based clustering methods.
Experiments have been conducted and the results
have shown that our method is capable of
clustering web users with similar interests.
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